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It's not easy to express abstract concepts in traditional programming languages. The reason is
that  they focus on efficient  implementation,  rather than the expression of domain concepts.
Programmers are so accustomed to this situation that they rarely complain about it, on the other
hand they have developed inventive methods to overcome it.

The idea of top-down style development is compromised by the fact that we are often unable to
express top level concepts in our code. Due to this shortcoming, important relations of program
elements remain out-of-band information. Programmers must pay extra attention to preserving
code integrity, because many aspects can't be verified by compilers nor by static analysis tools.

Languages achieve partial results by solving specific problems. Java features a smart enum that
allows tight coupling of metadata with enum constants. C++ type traits allow code generation
and  assertions  based  on  the  properties  of  types.  C  programmers  intuitively  use  the  C
precompiler as a static programming facility.

This article raises the idea of a concept language tailored to programmers' needs, but first, let's
considers two different approaches that didn't find their way to the everyday programmer.

1 Ontology languages

According  to  Wikipedia,  “ontology  languages  are  formal  languages  used  to  construct
ontologies. They allow the encoding of knowledge about specific domains and often include
reasoning rules that support the processing of that knowledge.” [1]

There is a long history of ontology languages that probably stems from artificial intelligence
research. More recently, the Semantic Web features the OWL Web Ontology Language.

There are  domain ontologies and so called  upper ontologies that attempt to capture concepts
common for a wide range of domains. When domain ontologies are merged, one faces the issue
of paradigm shift, for example a term may map to different concepts in different domains.

Ontology languages are commonly based on formal  logic.  Avoidance of these languages in
software development is  possibly due to their  academic nature. As a more concrete reason,
ontology languages must deal with ambiguities of real world concepts, while programmers try
to get rid of them as soon as possible.

2 Modeling frameworks

Modeling  is  a  well  known technique  in  software  design.  We  can  model  entities  and  their
relationships, processes, states and protocols. There are software products that allow creating,
editing and converting domain models. Most of them are able to generate code skeletons from
models.

In practice, these tools are used in couple of large projects, but rarely embraced by small teams
and individual programmers. I believe the reasons include the following:

• Modeling tools are complex and not easy to learn.
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• Some modeling tools are separated from the IDE the programmer works in.
• As a consequence, code generation is not part of the build process.
• Usually only a code skeleton is generated by modeling tools.
• Code changes are hard to feed back to the model.

3 Concepts vs. entities

When modeling is considered, we nearly always think about modeling of  entities or  things.
Models of entities can be straightforwardly turned into classes and database tables. Entities are
the flesh and bone of software design, although there are important concepts that don't fit into
the category.

For  example  maximum,  necessity,  success or  friendship  are  concepts  but  they  are  not
entities.  This  kind of  concepts  is  hard to  describe in  computable  form.  They don't  receive
enough attention, because they are at the meta level to most programming languages. The usual
workaround is defining a class or an enum to capture the idea.

Life span is another important concern. Entities are mostly identified with runtime objects,
while the world of concepts is timeless. Programming languages have difficulties expressing
logic  that  isn't  manifested  in  runtime  objects.  The  reason is  simple:  the  first  programming
languages have been designed around subroutins and data layouts, and today's  programming
languages are still strongly motivated by implementation issues. 

4 A Concept language tailored to programmers' needs

After  all  we  can  outline  the  desired  properties  of  a  concept  language  that  would  serve
programmers well. The concept language is a high level language suitable for the description of
domain  concepts.  It  is  used  in  conjunction  with  an  implementation  language  or  runtime
language.

• The concept language is declarative.
• Concepts are immutable.
• Concepts can be edited like source code, so they are easily accepted by programmers.
• Concept descriptions are stored together with source code and are subject to revision

control.
• Concepts can be used in code generation and in build control.
• Concepts are confluent with the runtime language.

By confluence  I  mean  that  concepts  can  be  used  together  naturally  with  runtime  language
elements. For example, a numeric property defined in a concept can be used as a constant in the
program.

5 Language details

Let's see a motivating example.

concept Result {
id : @name;
info : String;

}

concept PossibleResults [
Result { id = @literal name(OK); info = "operation succeeded"; }
Result { id = @literal name(INVALID_ARG); info = "invalid argument given"; }
Result { id = @literal name(NO_MEMORY); info = "not enough memory"; }

]
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...

enum ResultCode : PossibleResults.id;

def resultToText(ResultCode code) : String {
switch (code) {

for (result : PossibleResults) {
@do { case result.id: return result.info; }

}
}

}

The first thing to observe is that concepts are similar to classes, except that they don't feature
accessibility.  Accessibility is not a concern in the world of concepts as they are a means of
knowledge  representation.  A  concept  can  also  be  defined  as  a  list  of  other  concepts  (see
PossibleResults), so the concept language features the two most popular ways of structural
composition.

The following apparent thing is the use of syntax types (e.g. @name). Briefly, a syntax variable
holds reference to a specific kind of AST node and can be used in static programming. The
@literal keyword allows writing a  syntax literal – a syntax node taken out of its natural
context and wrapped into an expression, so that it can be assigned to a variable.

In the latter half of the example we see a piece of runtime code that utilizes our freshly defined
concepts.  The enum ResultCode is defined using the concept PossibleResults, which is
used like a queryable table here.  PossibleResults.id is a query applied to the table that
results in a list of identifiers.

The ResultToText function demonstrates the usage of concepts in code generation. To make
it possible, the implementation language must support static code generation facilities. In the
function body we see a for loop that iterates through a concept list. As the concept list lives in
the static world, it couldn't be accessed in runtime.

When the compiler meets a static program element, the program element should be eliminated
or transformed into a runtime language element, otherwise the code couldn't be compiled. In the
above example the for loop must be unrolled to eliminate the variable result whose type is
that  of  a  concept.  The  loop body contains  a  @do directive  whose  task  is  to  issue  a  case
statement right into the body of the surrounding switch. In the body of @do, static elements are
also eliminated.

6 Structure of concepts

The following example demonstrates the overall structure of concepts.

concept Numeric {}

concept Scalar : Numeric {}

concept Integral : Scalar {}

concept MachineIntegral : Integral {
sizeInBytes : Integral;
signed : Bool;

maxValue = if (signed) 1 << (sizeInBytes * 8 - 1) - 1 else 1 << (sizeInBytes * 8) 
- 1; 

minValue = if (signed) -(1 << (sizeInBytes * 8 - 1)) else 0; 
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representation : Representation;

concept Representation [ TwosComplement ];
}

concept Int : MachineIntegral {
sizeInBytes = 4;
signed = true;
representation = Representation.TwosComplement;

}

Construction of concepts

As we noted above, concepts are constructed by defining a set of  properties (dictionary-like
concepts), or by listing existing concepts (list-like concepts). They can be also given a name
using the keyword concept.

Properties

A dictionary-like concept can introduce any number of properties. A property is specified by its
name, type, cardinality and value. A few examples to cardinality:

concept Statement {}
concept Expression {}

concept BlockStatement {
body : Statement*; // 0..n

}

concept IfStatement {
cond : Expression; // 1 
doIf : Statement; // 1
doElse : Statement?; // 0..1

}

Inheritance

A concept can be derived from other concepts. The derived concept inherits all properties of its
ancestors.

Note: it's seems reasonable that the concept language supports some kind of multiple inheritance
to be expressive enough. Being a high level language, inheritance rules need not be limited by
implementation issues (like in C++ or Java).

Yet we have to make some conceptual decisions. Such a decision is how to resolve conflicting
property names arising from multiple inheritance. These decisions are crucial to the usability of
the language, but they are beyond the scope of this article.

Determination

Concepts can be partly or fully determined. A fully determined concept has all of its properties
determined. A determined property is one that is assigned a value. Examples:

concept Point {  // indeterminate
x : Scalar;
y : Scalar;

}

concept PointOnAxisX : Point {  // partly determined
y = 0;

}
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concept PointOnAxisY : Point {  // partly determined
x = 0;

}

concept Origo : PointOnAxisX, PointOnAxisY {}  // fully determined

concept NoSuchPoint : Origo {  // overdetermined – error
x = 3;

}

There is no distinction between concepts and instances of concepts  in the language. Fully
determined concepts can be thought of as concept instances (or concrete entities), but that is
only a convention.

Types

The usual primitive types (including string) are built into the concept language. Concepts are
also valid property types. In the concept language there is no distinction between types and
concepts.

Values

Property values are provided as expressions. Expressions may include literals,  operators and
function applications.

Functions

In order to be more expressive, the concept language may feature an embedded pure functional
language. Functions are defined similarly to properties and can be used in expressions.

Specialization

A new anonymous  concept  can  be  defined  by  specializing  an  existing  one.  Specialization
happens by providing some of the indeterminate properties of the parent concept. A determined
property can't be redetermined. (See elements of the  PossibleResults list in the first code
example.)

Resolution of properties

If a property value either refers to another property or it is defined by function application, it has
a lazy value. A lazy value is computed only if it stands in a strict position, for example it is used
in runtime code.

For better support of top-down design, the compiler wouldn't complain if a specific property is
indeterminate, unless it's value is strictly required by the program.

7 Comparison to existing work

Domain specific languages

Domain  specific  languages  (DSLs)  gradually  gain  ground  in  software  development  as  an
alternative to general purpose programming languages (GPLs). Looking at a comparison chart
of DSLs and GPLs ([2] p.31), we can notice that the concept language shows signs of both
families. It is Turing complete and intended to a general audience like GPLs. On the other hand
the concept  language focuses  on abstraction rather  than on implementation  issues  and it  is
declarative (the latter is common but not necessary property of DSLs).
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An interesting point is while a DSL prescriptively controls the generation of a program ([2]
p.31), the concept language is descriptive in nature, and relies on querying and code generation
facilities built into the implementation language (or into a precompiler).

The MPS language workbench

As discussed in [2] p.63, the abstract syntax of a program is a tree of nodes where each node
represents a  language concept.  This terminology is consequently used in construction of the
MPS language workbench [3]. In MPS the term concept is identified with language concepts,
what are described by their name, properties, children and references. Concepts in the concept
language  are  more  general,  although  they  can  be  used  to  describe  language  concepts  (see
below).

8 Benefits of the concept language

The described concept language can be used to quickly “sketch” the main concepts of a domain
or an application in a compact, semi-formal and versionable form. The sketch can be worked
out later to an unambiguous and verifiable design that directly supports implementation. This
method can be cheaper than starting with a DSL from the first time, as a DSL needs to be
modified many times until its main concepts are crystallized.

Domain knowledge can be distilled and reused without cluttering it with implementation details.
Reusable models can be organized into libraries. 

The concept language can also be used as a static metalanguage of a runtime language. The
structure of the runtime language can be modeled as concepts, and static computations can infer
properties of the runtime model. Code generation, code transformation and static reflection are
among the options.

9 Syntax extensions

The idea is the following: the concept language can be used to describe the concept of syntax,
using a schema agreed upon. A syntax description is then feed into a parser generator (by means
of a suitable API or by generating a textual source file). The generated parser is attached to the
concept language compiler.  The parser is implemented so that it  produces ASTs compatible
with the compiler. This is a bootstrap process that can be used to define DSLs on the basis of
the concept language.

One of the most useful DSLs would be a syntax definition language which can be thought of as
an extension to the concept language. The following example is demonstrative.

// AST level concepts

concept NamedConcept {
name : string;

}

concept LanguageConcept : NamedConcept {
parent : LanguageConcept;
properties : Property*;
children : Ref*;
refs : Ref*;

}

concept Property : NamedConcept {
type : PrimitiveType;

}
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concept Ref : NamedConcept {
type : Type;
cardinality : Cardinality;

}

concept Cardinality {
min : int;
max : int;

}

// providing the syntax – inheritance denotes importing another syntax

syntax LanguageConceptSyntax : LiteralSyntax, TypeSyntax {

LanguageConcept : 'concept' name 'extends' parent '{'
( 'properties' ':' properties )?
( 'children'   ':' children   )?
( 'references' ':' refs       )?

'}' ;

Property : name ':' type ';' ;

Ref : name ':' type cardinality ';' ;

Cardinality : '[' min '..' max ']' ;
}

Each “AST” concept has a corresponding syntax definition. Type and cardinality of the concept
properties are respected by the syntax definition. For example  properties is substituted for
Property*. Of course the shown syntax language is rather simplistic, but it is a good starting
point for a production quality solution.

10 Conclusions

By introducing  concepts,  a  totally  new world  opens  up.  In  the  first  example  the  concept
language has been used in confluence with an implementation language, but that's only a single
way of utilization. It's worth to note that the concept language is a self-sufficing language with
knowledge representation and computational capabilities.

The concept language compiler can be written as an embeddable engine, allowing a number of
interesting applications. Output of a conceptual computation can be feed into other program
modules,  for  example  parser  generators  or  code  generators.  Combination  of  this  three
components  yields  an  open  compiler.  Using  this  technique,  we  can  generate  any  kind  of
software, including new programming languages and compilers.
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